LIST OF WAITLISTED APPLICANTS
SY 2015-2016

Please be advised that inquiries about the status of your application will ONLY be entertained beginning 09 April 2015.

ARENAL, MITZELL ARIANE DELA FUENTE
AURELIO, GIAN CARLO BALANZA
BORIGAS, EDMAR LOLO
CALIWAG, FIDES MYLES CARREON
CHIONG, MARIE JASMINE PIORADA
CHU, MICHELLE KATHERINE -
DERADA, SOFIA MARGARET BRILLON
JABINES, JUSTIN JACOB TAN
JUAT, ABIGAIL KRISTINE SANTOS
LAYAO, ISIAH JOB RAFAEL
LAZARO, DENNISE MICHELLE GARCIA
MENDOZA, RAINIER URETA
MORALES, KELLY ANN LOUISE DIONELA
OLERMO, NICKO MENDEZ
RAZO, CHRISTINE MAE PARAISO
ROSITA, CAMILLE ANDREA SILVA
SABLAY, ALFREDO LORENZO RECIO
TAN, CARL LEXTER BONDOC
TANJUATCO, LUIS JAVIER MANSUETO
TIU, DENISE PATRICIA LACSON
VERDAN, MARC KRISTOFFER CRISOSTOMO
YNZON, CHRISTINE DANIELLE DE GUZMAN

========== Nothing follows. ==========

YOUR ASMPH ONLINE ACCOUNT WILL BE UPDATED WITH YOUR DOCUMENTS, NMAT AND REQUIRED SUBJECTS ON OR BEFORE 23 MARCH 2015. You may call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for admissions inquiries.

ATENEO SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Released: 11 March 2015
NOTED BY:

RACHELLE G. DE VERA
Admissions Officer

MA. LUZ CASIMIRO-QUERUBIN, MD, FPPA
Associate Dean
Chair - Admissions Committee

MANUEL M. DAYRIT, MD, MS
Dean
Chair – Admissions Council
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